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About This Game

Immerse yourself in a lost paradise, with a deep mystery hiding beyond its pristine
shores.

As a crew member of a suddenly and mysteriously capsized ship journeying through the notorious Bermuda Triangle, you find
yourself being the sole survivor on a seemingly deserted island. Deserted but not always uninhabited. Solve the mystery of the

lost paradise and claim your destiny. Get back to nature, learn and hone your REAL world survival skills, solve puzzles and live
the adventure.

Lost in Paradise is a third person point and click adventure reminiscent of the classics from 90s (similar to modern escape
games or hidden object games, but deeper) with spellbinding ambient nature graphics and an art style all it's own.

 Explore over 25 stunning natural locations with brilliantly alive animations, sounds and weather effects.

 Enjoy six beautiful, relaxing and mysterious music tracks specially tailored to the environments and puzzles (with in
game volume controls).

 Challenge yourself with over a dozen logic puzzles and mini-games to tease your brain and test your skill.
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 Learn REAL survival skills that you can carry over into the real world, like building a campfire, knife, rope and much
more in the wild.

 Gather clues, notes and items to solve conundrums and unravel the mystery of the island.

 In game map to easily travel between locations and in game diary to record and store clues.

 In game tutorial system for newer players. Whether you are a casual gamer or a seasoned puzzler, the game is fit for
everyone.

 In game context-sensitive hint system - If you're stuck, you can get a single hint at a time to nudge you along, without
having to leave the game to look at entire walkthroughs online and jump into spoilers.

 Hot spot highlight system - no pixel hunting, all gameplay.

 Multiple difficulty levels - Hard for veteran players and Easy for beginners,

 Multi-language support - currently available in English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Swedish, Korean,
Japanese, Russian and Hindi.
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Title: Lost in Paradise
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Elev8 Games
Publisher:
Elev8 Games
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish
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The perfect game to find out if you are meant to become the plumber that will fix successfully the water pipe system at your
neighbors' house.. ehhh, i wish there was an "its okay" button included with the yes\/no choice. I will give it a thumbs down
because it could have been alot better from all aspects.

for a 3D platformer, controls or wonky but you get used to it, the music genre is mainly house\/techno music which I enjoy but
for some players it isnt and the background is most of the time very beautiful, but you dont have enough time to enjoy it as the
developer doesnt give the player enough time during the action of that mode.

I hate the tutioral of the game, the worst possible way you could even introduce a player is done in this game. It was so bad that i
actually failed the first stage because it killed the momentum i had while reaching the goal point.. Good game for challenging
your friends to play for more than 5 seconds without puking

10/10. Well at the start it has been a great game but for the last 4 days every time i try to play it. well lets just say within a few
feet from my starting camp i start to lose picture and cant pick anything up or put anything down, i cant build anything i cant see
anything. i dont know what has happened to the game but it has made me really disappointed. i have changed the settings and
still the same. i am not happy about it i dont want to delete it but i guess if it dont change ill have to.. imagine mario but ur a
square that takes 2 seconds before it takes your response
so yea dont buy it. War Thunder is better. Period.. Jewel Digger is a small stuff DLC. Though not only it has new elements and
8 puzzles, it also bring a new mine background theme in. Which is good. And bad, because it doesn't have any music, at all.
Quite strange.

And hey, at least puzzles were nice this time, they even all had bonus objectives and nice info. And I sure can see potential of
user-made labs there too.. Another fun game that marked my childhood!

I still have my original CD here...

Definitely a must-have!. I love boarding ships. just plain bad. bots are literally ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
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UPDATE) you finally figure out most of the RNG death jumps after 5-6hrs

An Imp? A Fiend! was really tight fun platforming so I thought this would be the same, it kinda is but different and slightly
worse.
Random jumps are 10x harder than others because RNG if your person will grab the ledge or just slide fall to your death
level 5 is just sadistic. A brilliant RPGmaker game

Part farming sim
Part Pokemon
But a ton of fun

It is very well made, but have a few bugs.
Definatly worth the money.. Great addition to the game. Totally worth the money! I'm happy to support indy devs that create a
great and unique game.. Heavy motion sickness.... It lags ;-;. I am enjoying the game and so are my family, who like to try all
things VR. I think it is good that developers are now making longer games that are more than a tech demo, something to really
be a part of and get into. Go grab it and get immersed.. This game is trash do not purchase

To start this off the music that is played during the video is not even in the game. The soundtrack is mediocre at best and
towards the second half of the 10 levels turns to total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

"randomly drawn ten maps from the pool of maps."
Do not be fooled by this statement, you will see the same maps during different runs and even if you don't the maps are pretty
much identical and have no effort put into them at all.

"Also, on every next level the ball will move a little faster ...and faster."
The ball at the start moves painfully slow and if you get a bad map at the beginning or bad RNG with the bonuses, it can take
what feels like an eternity to complete. What makes this worse is that the speed at which the ball increases is nothing like the
example displayed. Even on the final stage the top speed doesn't come close to the video and I'm almost convinced the video is
speed up.

"Passage of the one level ordinary takes from 20 to 30 seconds."
This is completely dependent on the level and bonuses you get. From my experience you can either clear the entire map within
seconds or slowly clear it breaking one block at a time making it one of the worst experiences possible.

The game plays and handles poorly
The sensitivity at which you move between the keys and mouse is insane. On one it moves too slow and on the other if you
move it an inch you're on the opposite side of the map. The movement and controls feel so stiff the one comparison that comes
to mind is how it feels to play Paladins compared to Overwatch. If you've played both of those games you'll know what I'm
talking about. Not only that the game plays in the top left corner of your screen and when it does fullscreen properly the quality
plummets into what feels like a powerpoint presentation.

Don't waste your money on this game even if it's on sale :)
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